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•  The	chemical	behavior	of	an	atom		

•  Determined	by	the	distribu?on	of	electrons	in	electron	shells	

•  Atoms	are	always	seeking	their	lowest	energy	state	

•  The	periodic	table	of	the	elements		

•  shows	the	electron	distribu?on	for	each	element	

Distribu7on	of	Electrons	

Hydrogen 
1H 

Lithium 
3Li 

Beryllium 
4Be 

Boron 
5B 

Carbon 
6C 

Nitrogen 
7N 

Oxygen 
8O 

Fluorine 
9F 

Neon 
10Ne 

Helium 
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Sodium 
11Na 

Magnesium 
12Mg 

Aluminum 
13Al 

Silicon 
14Si 

Phosphorus 
15P 

Sulfur 
16S 

Chlorine 
17Cl 

Argon 
18Ar 



Bonding	
•  	Chemical	Bonds	

• 			Atoms	with	incomplete	valence	

	shells		

• 			can	share	or	transfer	valence	
	electrons		

• 			with	certain	other	atoms	

•  	These	interac?ons	usually	result	in		

•  atoms	staying	close	together	

•  bonding	

hydrogen (H) 

carbon (C) 

sodium (Na) 

helium (He) 

neon (Ne) 

argon (Ar) 

Unstable, very reactive atoms Stable, unreactive atoms 

Outermost electron 
shells unfilled 

Outermost electron 
shells filled 



Bonds	
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•  Covalent	bond	

•  sharing	of	a	pair	of	valence	electrons	by	two	atoms	

•  shared	electrons	count	as	part	of	each	atom’s	valence	shell	

hydrogen (H) 
atom 

hydrogen (H) 
atom 

oxygen (O) 
atom 

hydrogen (H) 
atom 

hydrogen (H) 
atom 

oxygen (O) 
atom 

(b) One water molecule (a) Two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom 



•  Covalent	bonds		

•  can	form	between	atoms	of	the	same	
element		

•  or	atoms	of	different	elements		

•  Molecule		

•  any	two	or	more	atoms	bonded	
together	

•  May	be	same	or	different	elements	

•  Compound	

•  combina?on	of	two	or	more	different	
elements	

Covalent	Bonds	con7nued	



•  Electronega7vity	(χ)	

•  an	atom’s	aJrac?on	for	the	electrons	in	a	covalent	bond	

•  as	well	as	it’s	own	

•  More	electronega?ve	an	atom	

•  the	more	strongly	it	pulls	shared	electrons	toward	itself	

•  Imbalances	of	electronega?vity		

•  may	result	in	unequal	sharing	of	electrons	in	a	covalent	bond	

Bond	Strength	



•  nonpolar	covalent	bond	

•  atoms	share	the	electrons	equally	

•  polar	covalent	bond	

•  one	atom	is	(considerably)	more	electronega?ve	

•  	results	in	unequal	sharing	

•  causes	a	par?al	posi?ve	and/or	nega?ve	charge		

•  for	each	atom	or	an	en?re	molecule	

Types	of	Covalent	Bonds	
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•  Large	differences	in	electronega?vi?es	

•  Atoms	some?mes	strip	electrons	from	their	bonding	partners	

•  Example	-	transfer	of	an	electron	from	sodium	to	chlorine	

•  ARer	which	both	atoms	have	charges	

•  Numbers	of	protons	(+)	in	each	atom	are	no	longer	balanced	by	
electrons	(-)	

•  Ion	

•  A	charged	atom	(or	molecule)	

•  Has	gained	or	lost	an	electron	

Ionic	Bonds	



•  Ca7on	-	posi?vely	charged	ion	

•  Lost	an	electron	

•  Fewer	electrons	than	protons	=	extra	+	

•  Anion	-	nega?vely	charged	ion	

•  Gained	an	electron	

•  More	electrons	than	protons	=	extra	–	

•  ionic	bond		

•  aJrac?on	between	an	anion	and	a	ca?on	

•  Opposites	charges	aJract	

Ions	



Ionic	Bonds	

Na	
Sodium	atom	

Transfer	of	
electron	

Cl	
Chlorine	atom	
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Cl–	
Chloride	ion	

Sodium	chloride	(NaCl)	

+	 –	

EN = 0.9 EN = 3.0 
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•  Ionic	compound	

•  Compounds	formed	by	ionic	bonds	

•  Many	are	salts	

•  Salts,	(NaCl,	table	salt),		are	oRen	found	in	nature	as	crystals		

Ionic	Bonds	

Na+ 

Cl– 



•  covalent	bonds	

•  strongest	

•  ionic	bonds		

•  next	strongest		

•  hydrogen	bonds	

•  weakest	

•  very	important	

•  Weak	chemical	bonds	reinforce	shapes	of	large	molecules		

•  and	help	molecules	adhere	to	each	other	

Weak	Chemical	Bonds	



δ - δ+ 

δ+ 

δ - 

δ+ 

δ+ 

δ+ 

Water (H2O) 

Ammonia (NH3) 

Hydrogen bond 

Hydrogen	Bonds	
•  hydrogen	bond		

•  hydrogen	atom	covalently	bonded	to	
one	electronega?ve	atom		

•  is	also	aJracted	to	another	
electronega?ve	atom	

•  In	living	cells,	the	electronega?ve	
partners	are	usually	oxygen	or	nitrogen	
atoms	

•  aJrac?on	of	H+	to	an	opposite	
charge	(-)	

•  In	water,	a	hydrogen	atom	of	one	water	
molecule	(δ+)		

•  will	form	a	hydrogen	bond	with	an	
unshared	oxygen	(δ-)	electron		

•  of	a	neighboring	water	molecule	

18	





•  Polarity	of	water		

•  Form	hydrogen	bonds	easily	

•  versa?le	solvent	

•  Ionic	compounds	dissolve	in	water	

•  each	ion	surrounded	by	a	

sphere	of	water	molecules	

•  hydra7on	shell	
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